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Decrease in private sector borrowing 
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Private sector credit declined from 748 billion rupees last year to 601 billion rupees in the current fiscal 
year according to the data uploaded on the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) website. This figure brings into 
question several statistical claims made by the 10-month-long Abbasi-led administration, including the 
growth rates of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of 6 percent compared to the previous year's 5.4 percent, 
private investment of 5.2 percent in contrast to 2016-17's 7 percent, and large-scale manufacturing (LSM) 
sector of 6.13 percent against the previous year's 5.62 percent. Thus it is baffling how the Pakistan 
Bureau of Statistics (PBS) justified a decline in private investment of 1.8 percent between the current and 
the year before while estimating a 0.51 percent rise in LSM growth. 
 
The reduction in credit to the private sector is in spite of the flawed policy decision by the former elected 
government to reduce interest rates for the private sector with the sole objective of encouraging higher 
credit to the private sector considered as the engine of growth of the economy. This policy was followed 
in spite of warnings/recommendations by international donor agencies, including the International 
Monetary Fund. In its 6 March 2018 first post-programme monitoring discussions uploaded on its website, 
the IMF argued that "despite the recent interest rate hike, the monetary policy stance has been largely 
accommodative, with the real policy rate below its historical average, contributing to strong credit and 
domestic demand growth. Staff recommended further tightening of the monetary policy to slow domestic 
demand and import growth, strengthen demand for rupee financial assets, and mitigate the potential pass 
through from the exchange rate adjustment to inflation." 
 
Private sector borrowing is not only a function of the prevailing interest rate but also the business 
environment in the country. In this context, it is relevant to note that during the IMF's three-year 
(September 2013-16) Extended Fund Facility programme, the government prepared a business climate 
reform programme with the Fund urging the government to begin implementation. In the eleventh 
quarterly mandatory IMF review in 2016, the Fund acknowledged that "a new countrywide business 
climate reform strategy was adopted in February 2016, defining specific time-bound measures at the 
federal and provincial levels to streamline procedures and strengthen the regulatory framework across 10 
priority areas," including (i) setting up a virtual one-stop shop for new firms; (ii) paying taxes; (iii) contract 
enforcement; (iv) improved access to credit for micro, small and medium enterprises; and (v) trading 
across borders. However, implementation remains poor to this day reflected by Pakistan's poor ranking in 
terms of ease of doing business. 
 
And finally, while the law and order situation in the country has improved considerably in recent years 
there is evidence to suggest that the situation needs to further improve. In addition, the private sector 
remains hostage to several impediments, including utilities' tariffs that are higher than those prevalent in 
other countries of the region, delays in tax refunds that continue to compromise the liquidity of productive 
sectors, and red-tapism that also continues to impede growth of productivity. Thus a decline in private 
sector borrowing must be viewed as an indicator of the business community's perceptions of the business 
environment and therefore mitigating measures are required to be put in place to deal with their concerns. 
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